
 Pictures of rainbows

 Unfinished appliqué 
rainbow (one per child)

 Coloured strips for 
completing the rainbow 
(one set per child)

 A preschool poem, story or 
song about rainbows – of 
your choice from the 
internet or books you have –
but try to pick one that has 
the correct spectrum colour 
names in it and in the 
correct order, if possible

 A glue stick

10–15 minutes

APPLIQUÉ RAINBOW

Start by asking your child: Do you know about rainbows? How, when it rains and is sunny at the same time, a 
rainbow can appear? Talk about any times that they have seen a rainbow recently and ask them what they 
remember. 

Read your chosen poem or story, or sing a song about rainbows.

Then show your child the pictures of rainbows provided. Talk about their shape, name their colours together (the 
seven colours of the spectrum – red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet) and where you can see rainbows. 

Draw their attention to the sequence of colours in the pictures and explain that rainbows always have the same 
colours in the same order, although sometimes they look different because of the weather or where you are or 
what time of day it is when they appear.

Now show your child the unfinished appliqué rainbow and the coloured strips, and ask them if they can see how 
to complete the rainbow picture. Model laying out the coloured strips in the right order, and how to join them to 
the colours already there if necessary. 

Then quickly slide the strips off the paper and say: Some of the rainbow has disappeared again, as they 
sometimes do in real life! Can you stick the strips in place this time so that you can have your own beautiful 
rainbow that won’t go away? 

Help your child as necessary to complete their rainbow by placing the coloured strips in the correct order 
alongside the unfinished rainbow. Once they have placed the strips correctly, ask them to glue them into place. 
As always, encourage them to admire their work.

Your child can place coloured strips in the correct sequence to complete a representation of a 
rainbow.

To extend conceptual understanding of the spectrum
To know that a rainbow consists of the fixed sequence of spectrum colours 
To complete a representation of a rainbow
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Cut out each coloured strip separately – you’ll need one set of strips for each child doing the activity.
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